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● “I think if more games went premium we would see less of those 
quickly thrown together pieces of junk full of money grubbing 
IAP whose developers were just looking to make a quick buck. 
People just would stop throwing their [money] away on them 
and would see that premium is money better spent.”

● ‘Repulsa,’ TouchArcade comments

● “Mobile gaming is now only meant for soccer moms, dumb dads 
and 4yr olds. Rest of us are apparently not rich enough for the 
devs anymore.”

● ‘IMNS,’ TouchArcade comments

● “But why does it need to make money?”

● A real live game designer who got paid and everything
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What you 
must have…
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you must use.
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EVIL



Evil is not affordable

MANDATORY FUN

Money is not why we go F2P

F2P is a tool

To master it, understand it
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Framing Treatment A Treatment B

Positive
"Save 200 

lives."
"A 33% chance of saving all 600 people, 

66% possibility of saving no one."

Negative
"400 people will 

die."
"A 33% chance that no people will die, 
66% probability that all 600 will die."

Results Treatment A Treatment B

Positive 72% 28%

Negative 22% 78%



“F2P games are addictive. 
They encourage repeat 

behaviors, can be extremely 
expensive, and are designed 

to be used forever…”
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drugs!”



“F2P games are engaging, 
easy to acquire and play, and 

can bring people together 
across all walks of life…”

“…sounds a lot like 
music!”



 F2P is a tool.

 It has specific purposes – things it is best at.

 It can be used for other reasons, but we should play to its strengths.

 Let’s understand those strengths, and take advantage of them!



 This talk isn’t about ‘what’ – it’s about ‘how’.

 Every team is different. Every person has their own frames.

 The key is getting them to see F2P’s inherent strengths and weaknesses.

 Understand why they dislike it. Then tailor a frame to fit.
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Players Get: 
Fun, compelling games that are enjoyable no 
matter how much or how little they spend!

Developers Get: 
Passion! Something to work on that they feel 

good about, rather than simply tolerate!

Management Gets: 
Focused, driven teams that actively hunt down 

solutions and elevate their designs, rather 
than grudgingly maintain the status quo!



 F2P is morally neutral.

 People spin it based on their own baggage…

 …but you can make a better product if you approach it objectively.

 By altering your developers’ frames, you can achieve this.

Final Word(s):



Questions?

matthewelaurence@gmail.com / mlaurence@megazebra.com 

@MattMakesWrite




